
EU-01-12 IP-Profiles | hight U-Profiles | Built in-Profiles
for LED Stripes up to 12,3 mm width

 nature Aluminum and 2 different lengths [1m | 2m]
 fit for cobble stone paths, parking spaces
 the profile is designed for a strength as of 30mm
 can be easily shortened according to the requirements
 high quality Aluminum profiles with high form and fitting  

 preciseness
 for the lighting of indoor and outdoor areas design for  

 protection class IP65
 fit for traffic max. 1 ton, with higher loads an  adequate  

 foam base is recommended for damping
 optimal adhesive surfaces for LED stripes
 profile and cover offer protection by external effects 
 passive cooling of LED Stripes
 increasing service life
 homogeneous light effect
 no glare by fitting 40% covers

INFORMATIONS | ADVANTAGES
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 further details on mounting or durable protection against  
 sun, frost and water, see at the end of the chapter
 Mounting adhesives [optionally available], tile adhesives,  

 concrete, grout
 for an optimal mounting in combination with tiles, a  
flexible tile adhesive and flexible nut grout is  

 recommended
 the flexible tile adhesive must be applied with a  

 notched trowel
 the surface should be kept clean and dust-free and  

 treated with an adequate adhesive primer
 and durable result
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Fit for traffic up to max. 1 ton, for higher loads we   
recommend our foam base as a damping means. 

Accessory for EU-01-12

930104

930103

990109

Natural stone sealant 
310ml cartridge, transparent 
for adhesion of cover (794) 
Sealant smoothing agent 
400ml dose, for a clean 
withdrawal of the sealant 
Foam support
126 x 2,6 x 3 cm
Plastic | Hard foam

EU-01-12 IP-Profile | fit for traffic
for LED Stripes up to 12,3 mm width

975780 1m Aluminum nature

975781 2m Aluminum nature

Support profile for LED stripes

970762 1,25m Aluminum nature

Please note:
For further details or durable protection against sun, frost 
and water, see page 610.
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plan

Covers | Material: Makrolon [Polycarbonat]
Material strength: 5mm
Optimum light diffusion and extremely impact-resistant.
for EU-01-12

 40% milky

1m 988054 8,95 €

2m 988055 16,95 €

plan

End caps set, 2 pcs.

EU-01-12

grey 981021 3,95 €
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